
Homework's
Powerful
Effects on

A synthesis of 15
studies shows much
higher achievement
when homework is
required especially
if it is graded or
commented on.

ents and educators have ex-
pressed ambivalence about

homework; they have called it either
imperative or useless, depending on
their ideology and values. Debates
about homework among educators
and between students and parents
have often been heated. The number
of available research studies of the
effects of homework have been limit-
ed, but our recent quantitative synthe-
sis of available research studies shows
that homework benefits achievement
and attitudes, especially if it is com-
mented upon or graded (Paschal and
others, 1984).

Our synthesis of 15 empirical stud-
ies shows that the effects of homework
on learning by elementary and sec-
ondary students are large and con-
sistent. When homework is mere-
ly assigned without feedback from
teachers it appears to raise, on aver-
age, the typical student at the 50th
percentile to the 60th percentile But
when it is graded or commented
upon, homework appears to raise
learning from the 50th to the 79th
percentile. This graded-homework ef-
fect is among the largest ones discov-
ered in educational research literature
(Walberg, 1984).
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The research for arriving at these
conclusions began with computer
searches of the databases of the Educa-
tional Resources Information Center
and Dissertation Abstracts Internation-
al. These searches yielded 67 pub-
lished documents and doctoral disser-
tations, but only 15 of the studies
compared elementary and secondary
school students with various amounts
and qualities of assigned homework.

In these 15 Canadian and U.S. stud-
ies, reported between 1964 and 1981,
the average effect was .36 standard
deviations, which would raise the typi-
cal student at the 50th percentile to the
65th percentile. Among the 81 com-
parisons of groups of students with
varying and standards of homework,
69 (or 85 percent) favored groups
with more homework. Thus, both the
magnitude and the consistency of the
homework effect is substantial.

In addition to assessing the overall
effects of homework, we classified the
comparisons in 54 ways to assess the
possible differential effects of home-
work for different types of students,
topics of study, types and amounts of
homework, and quality of research

The quality of research is important
because poorly designed research,
particularly correlational studies, can
yield misleading results Some corre-
lational studies, for example, may sug-
gest that more homework is associated
with lower achievement and grades.
To infer from such findings that home-
work is harmful is wrong because
students doing poorly in school may
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nomic groups and various achievement
lekels. The frequency of homework ap-
proached statistical significance (proba-
bility less than .06); daily homework

rger efecs than homework
required less often or sporadically.

In Benjamin Bloom's (1984) apt
·*% . I_ -phrase, homework is an "alterable

:. i.SsbJ = f evfu _variable" that can be constructivelv
. Of . changed for the student's benefit.

Graded homework produces an effect,
for example, three times larger than
social class (that is. raising it a standard
deviation). about which we can dolittle. Poor students who intensively
and extensively persevere at theirhomework can academically excel
rich ones who do not. In a larger
sense. countries that build their hu-
man capital by hard work are likely to
be rewarded bv higher economic
growth and welfare (W'alberg, 1983).

Historical Perspective
Our computer scan of research litera-
ture shows that since 1900 American
educators have written approximately
400 articles, mostly opinion pieces, ontry to compensate by doing more and a quantitative verification of corn- the complicated subject of homework.homework. Such an inference is like pleted homework showed positive ef- Around 1910. for example, articles inattributing diseases to medicines be- fects on average. Studies published in Ladies' Home Journal and Schaool Re-cause they are taken by sick people. journals showed larger effects than tieu' (now the American ournal ofStatistical controls or, preferably, unpublished documents and disserta- Education) opposed homework onfield trials that randomly assign com- tions. the grounds that it was professionallyparable patients and students to treat- Homework showed larger effects on unsupervised, and that it forced chii-ments and control groups are neces- reading and social studies tests than on dren to carry home their schoolbookssary to rule out such causal fallacies. In tests of other subjects. However, it con- and allowed them to practice mistakes.the case of homework, studies that ferred equally beneficial effects on chil- Because opinions have varied con-employed randomized control groups dren of lower and middle socioeco- siderably over the decades, educators
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have been equivocal about home-
work. Sputnik and the spector of Rus-
sian technological superiority appar-
ently generated an emphasis on
homework for awhile in the 50s-but
interest lapsed again during the Viet-
nam years. Now homework is again
being revived, perhaps because of A
Nation at Risk and other national re-
ports that point out unfavorable com-
parisons of the achievement of our
students with those in other countries
(National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983).

International Perspective
As Europeans and Japanese know,
homework need not be merely rote
memorization. Nor should we accept
the claims of some educators that hard
work is somehow inimical to know-
how and creativity. In the subjects that
seem reasonable to compare interna-
tionallyv-mathematics and science-
Japanese students exceed our own
more decisively in hypothesis formu-
lation and problem solving than they
do in factual mastery; and we have
consistently underestimated their
technological ability.

The Japanese also do very well in
foreign languages, geography, music,
and traditional Western and Japanese
arts and crafts. Their success seems to
have less to do with culture and hered-
ity than with diligence, which is almost
always a key ingredient in superior
accomplishments. They say, "If vou do
not understand it. read it 100 times,
and you will understand it." Japanese
high school students engage in up to
40 hours of extramural tutoring and
study per week, in addition to regular
school on Saturday and only brief
summer vacations'

Students' Time Budgets
How much homework could Ameri-
can students complete if they were
highly motivated, and how much do
thev currently do? Consider first the
case of one child, now an academic-
track senior at a suburban high school
nationally known for its excellent
comprehensive program for studies.
As a sophomore, he was required to
write only about ten papers, none over
two pages. As a junior, he also wrote
about ten one- and two-pagers and an
assignment the school takes great

pride in, the 12-page junior essay-a
total of 32 pages for the year. For
extracurricular debate, however, he
composed and edited, on average, 450
pages of closely reasoned briefs per
year on defense, unemployment, and
education policies. This example indi-
cates that students are capable of do-
ing much more than is currently ex-
pected of them, even at superior high
schools.

National survevs also bear this out,
and show that students have consider-
able discretionarn time that is current-
ly wasted. The 1981 High School and
Bevond Studv of more than 55 thou-
sand American high school students
showed, by their own reports, that
students were averaging four to five
hours of homework and about 28
hours of television per week (Walberg
and Shanahan, 1983). Television is
passive entertainment that often con-
tributes relatively little knowledge and
learning (the evening television news
has fewer words than the front page of
the New York Times). Some psvcholo-
gists, moreover, suspect that simplistic
solutions and violence portrayed on
television may hamper children's so-
cial and character development. At any
rate, the choice between homework
and television seems clear insofar as
learning is concerned

Why is homework generally effec-
tive? If one thing is now widely recog-
nized about effective schooling, it is
that "time-on-task" predicts how much
is learned. Time is by no means the
only ingredient of learning, but with-
out it, little can be learned (Walberg,
1984). Homework, of course, extends
the school day.

If typical American students add
four hours of homework per week to
30 nominal hours of school work (six
hours per day for five days a week),
they have added 13 percent to their
nominal learning time in school If
typical Japanese students add about 16
hours of homework to 36 hours of
schooling including Saturdays (Roh-
len, 1983), their homework raises
learning time 44 percent. Total weekly
learning time inJapan, about 52 hours,
is thus 53 percent higher than the 34
hours in the United States. If after-
school tutoring, more extensive study
time for special examinations, and a
longer school year inJapan are consid-
ered, then Japanese students may

spend twice the annual study time of
American students.

By American standards, theJapanese
seem to have compressed high school
and college into four years at double
time. The Japanese high school diplo-
ma, by this measure, may be equiva-
lent to the American baccalaureate de-
gree, considering the rigor of Japanese
high school courses in calculus, phys-
ics, chemistry, foreign languages, ge-
ography, and other subjects, as well as
completion rates by most students.

Homework increases learning by in-
creasing its length. But it may have
other less obvious benefits It encour-
ages academic pursuits independent
of the teacher, perhaps more impor-
tant than work under direct supervi-
sion-and an ultimate aim of educa-
tion. In an other-directed societr, it
may encourage solitary reflection and
insight; but it need not be done alone,
and teams of students may be assigned
homework projects to foster c(x)pera-
tive skills

Policy Constraints on
Homework
We may not be able to expect much
more homework to be done unless
there are substantial changes in Ameri-
can schooxls. Writing, for example, is
learned by writing; practice and coach-
ing, as we all know, makes for better
performance But considering how
much time it would take a high school
English teacher with five classes of 25
or more students per day to annotate
and grade, sax, a weekly two-page
essay from each student, it is unlikely
that very many essays will be assigned.
Instead, recitations will persist and
multiple-choice and short-answer tests
will continue to prevail.

Rearranging English teachers' work
schedules or redefining their respon-
sibilities to make it more realistic for
them to regularly assign meaningful
homework would cost millions of dol
lars. Neither state legislators nor
school boards presently contemplate
spending a lot more money, but they
might spend considerably more if
clear increases in productivity and ef-
fectiveness could be forecast and
shown. Declining industries have had
to resort to such productivity bargain-
ing to survive international competi-
tion and avoid plant closings (Merely
increasing salaries, as currently pro-
posed, without additional or higher
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quality of services would simply raise
costs and lower productivity and tend
to lock in currently tenured staff and
traditional practices.)

Another solution might be to use
aides, who might work part-time, or
even high school students to mark
homework. They might be paid con-
siderably less than teachers and do
grading, marking, and coaching dur-
ing or after regular school hours un-
der teacher supervision.

Parents and Homework
The amount, quality, and usefulness of
homework is jointly determined by
teachers, parents, and students. If one
of the three legs of the homework
stool is unsupportive, little may be
accomplished academically in the
large amount of time students spend
outside school.

How much time is spent within and
outside school? The 12 years of school,
each year made up of 180 six-hour
days, add up to 12,960 hours, the
equivalent of 6.2 years of full-time
work. This time amounts to only about
13 percent of the students' waking
hours in the first 18 years of life,
leaving 87 percent of children's time
under nominal control or influence by
parents.

But the traditional American family
may not be in very good shape, at least
by statistical indicators. And without
community and parental support,
teachers byv themselves cannot press
homework very far.

Between 1860 and 1960, the U.S
divorce rate fluctuated between 30
and 35 per thousand marriages. Fertil-
ity iates declined after 1960, nonmari-
tal cohabitation rose dramatically, and
divorce increased to unprecedented
rates. At current rates, about one-third

of all American children will witness
the dissolution of their parents' mar-
riage. At the same time, the percentage
of working wives rose from 32 percent
in 1960 to 56 percent in 1981 (Wal-
berg, 1984).

Yet recent evidence suggests that
the "curriculum of the home," which
partly overlaps the school curriculum,
is decisive in children's learning. The
home curriculum includes informed
parent-child conversations about ev-
eryday events, encouragement and
discussion of leisure reading, monitor-
ing and joint analysis of televiewing,
deferral of immediate gratification to
accomplish long-term goals, expres-
sions of affection and interest in the
child's academic and personal growth,
and caprice and serendipity. This cur-
riculum, like the one in school, varies
in both amount and quality; both are
important and multiply one another's
effects.

"Home interventions" go a step be-
yond mere homework by encouraging
and enabling school staffs and parents
to improve the home curriculum or
the academically-stimulating environ-
ment for learning. These cooperative
programs, sometimes involving old-
fashioned teacher visits to children's
homes, coordinate school and home
efforts to raise the amount and quality
of child study. They supply social sup-
port, materials, and procedures for
parents to tutor and otherwise encour-
age their children at home. The pro-
grams intensify or extend the student's
regular study in school beyond con-
ventional homework assignments.

In 29 controlled studies of such
programs during the past decade, 91
percent of the comparisons favored
enrolled children over control groups.
Although the average effect was twice
that of social class, some programs had
effects 10 times as large.

Conclusion
There seems little doubt that home-
work has substantial effects on stu-
dents' learning. There is even less
doubt that American students, on aver-
age, allocate comparatively little time
to it-perhaps about one-sixth of the
amount of time they spend watching
television, which may be useless if not
harmful. The superior achievement of
Japanese students appears attributable
not only to study time in school (as the

National Commission, 1983, empha-
sized) but extraordinary effort outside
school, both totaling to perhaps twice
the typical American student's time.

The National Commission report
(1983), other national manifestos, and
recent quantitative syntheses of re-
search on educational productivity
have given citizens and educators a
greater grasp of the facts about learn-
ing, their meaning, and national signif-
icance. It is by no means clear that the
spirit of our times; the structure, tech-
nology, and incentives in our schools;
and the state of our families' support
of learning are consistent with the
changes that seem in order. Neverthe-
less, research clearly indicates that
greater amounts and higher standards
of homework would benefit our stu-
dents' learning.]

'Some contend that the pressure to
achieve produces high suicide rates among
Japanese vouth, but no clearcut evidence
suggests that suicide rates in Japan or
elsewhere are attributable to homework
Suicide rates among Japanese youth went
down in recent decades as examination
rigor went up. while in the U.S. youth
suicide rates have gone up spectacularly in
recent decades with a corresponding in-
crease in homework. Japan's suicide rate
for young males is tied with Canada's and
is lower than the rate in nine Western
nations (Rohlen, 1983).
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